Forming a Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC)

Patient and family perspectives can help you achieve more patient-centered care in your practice
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How Will This Module Help Me?

1. Describes 6 STEPS to form a Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC).
2. Answers frequently asked questions about PFACs.
3. Shares tools and resources to help you and your team advance patient and family engagement strategies.
Introduction

The goal of patient and family engagement (PFE) is to create an environment where patients, families, clinicians, and other team members collaborate as partners to improve the patient experience and quality of care.\(^1\) Patient and Family Advisory Councils (PFACs) provide a proven approach for health care systems and practices to partner with patients and families to provide guidance on how to improve the patient and family experience. Health care organizations have embraced PFACs to learn from their patients' diverse perspectives and lived experiences and to integrate their ideas into service delivery and quality improvement efforts. This approach can positively impact care and assist with strengthening the delivery of patient- and family-centered care.

The term patient- and family-centered care emphasizes collaboration with patients and families of all ages, at all levels of care, and in all health care settings. Families are essential to patients' health and well-being and are allies for quality and safety within the health care system. Family members are more than surrogates to be called on when a patient is unable to make decisions on their behalf; they are essential members of the care continuum and care-giving team. Patient- and family-centered care acknowledges that social isolation is a health risk factor and hospital and ambulatory care policies and practices should not separate patients and families in caregiving and decision-making.\(^2\)

Six STEPS to Form and Begin Working With Your Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC)

1. Ensure Leadership Support.
2. Create a PFAC Planning and Launch Team.
3. Invite, Interview, and Select a Diverse Group of PFAC Members.
4. Launch and Support the PFAC.
5. Initiate the PFAC's First Project.
6. Track the Results of the PFAC and Celebrate Successes.

Ensure Leadership Support.

Generating support from leadership is the first step to developing and sustaining a successful PFAC. Identifying and involving stakeholders who will be involved with the efforts from the start assures buy-in, builds a foundation for successful implementation, and solidifies the value in creating a PFAC. It also aids in action planning later in this process.

Most practices and health care systems seek to be responsive to the needs of their patient population, but may lack the resources or the expertise and tools to make this happen. Commitment to patient- and family-centered care begins with top leadership who provide the guidance, flexibility, and resources to ensure that this collaboration is encouraged and proactively sought. It is not enough to invite family members to participate in a meeting; more context must be provided and deeper relationships created.\(^2\)
Once leadership support is obtained, consider using a leadership readiness assessment to take a comprehensive look at your practice to determine where you can utilize a PFAC to its full potential. The assessment can serve as a baseline measurement to track results as you implement meaningful PFAC interventions in your practice.

**Leadership Readiness Assessment**
A self-assessment to start a conversation among leadership to determine the level of readiness for launching a PFAC.

(PDF, 266 KB)

Consider these items when performing your self-assessment to identify opportunities for integrating PFAC input:

- Clinician and team willingness to be involved in a multidisciplinary, collaborative approach that includes patients and families.
- Defining the anticipated role, responsibilities, and expected contributions of PFAC advisors.
- Established processes and protocols for making changes to help identify who and what influences decisions about advisor involvement. Information about the team's experiences, ideas for changes and improvements, and questions or concerns about advisor participation. This can help prepare everyone to partner with advisors.
- Evidence from surveys or the patient panel to determine which elements of their experience contribute to whether they remain with the practice.

**Q&A**

What are the benefits of forming a PFAC?

PFACs have resulted in the following benefits for practices and health systems:

- Ensures that patient, family, and community perspectives are represented in practice operations, program implementation, and evaluation. PFACs provide meaningful feedback on practice policies and workflows from the patient and family perspective, particularly when PFAC members reflect the diversity of the patient panel and community.
- Creates alignment with the core principles of patient-centered care and may help meet the criteria for Patient-Centered Medical Home (PCMH) accreditation.
- Provides the care team the opportunity to work in partnership with patients and families to improve the patient experience, outcomes, and quality and safety. This supports team morale by contributing to the joy and meaning health care workers experience when patients feel they have optimal treatment results and know their voices are being heard.
- Using guidance from the PFAC, educational materials to support patient self-management, medication adherence, and understanding of treatment plans can be improved and targeted to the community.
- Alignment with performance-based reimbursement and alternative payment models.
- Improvements in patient satisfaction ratings, including “likelihood to return” and “willingness to recommend.”
- Differentiation from practices that do not utilize a patient- and family-centered approach to care.

How do I discuss PFACs with my colleagues who have doubts about a PFAC's value?

One way to generate buy-in is to ask them to participate on the planning and launch team. They may be pleasantly surprised to be included in the process. As they weigh in on the role of the PFAC, review applications for membership, and interview applicants their beliefs and attitudes usually shift. Another idea is to hold a meet-and-greet session as one of your first PFAC meetings so everyone can become acquainted.
Sometimes I hear colleagues talk about “person and family” when discussing engagement. How is this different from “patient and family”?

In 2015, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) signaled a shift in language from using “patient” to using “person” in recognition that health care practitioners are in relationships with “whole persons.” This acknowledges that in the same way that health care practitioners are not “providers” of health care, neither are patients “users or consumers” of health care. Patients are whole individuals, whose ideas and insights draw on their own personal, professional, and lived experiences. PFACs exemplify the importance of this refinement in language because PFAC members work as advisors to the care and practice team, not only as patients at the point of care. PFAC is now an acronym used interchangeably to abbreviate both “person” or “patient” and family advisory council.

2 Create a PFAC Planning and Launch Team.

Once you have leadership support and you have determined that you are ready to launch your PFAC, the next practical step is to develop a small team to manage this process. Members of the Planning and Launch Team should include practice members who have the authority to commit resources and the time available to do the necessary work to get the PFAC off the ground. This often means including someone in a leadership role as well as someone with administrative expertise.

Authentic patient and family engagement means including them not only in the evaluation of your practice, but also in the planning and implementation of the PFAC launch itself. The earlier the patient and family voice is included in the process, the more authentic your PFAC will be. Including at least one patient or family member in the Planning and Launch Team is one way you can ensure that a genuine patient and family perspective is present right from the start.

Primary Duties of the Planning and Launch Team:

A. Create and Implement a Recruitment Plan.
B. Design the PFAC Structure.
C. Develop an Initial Budget.

A. Create and Implement a Recruitment Plan

Once you develop your Planning and Launch Team, create a recruitment plan so that you have enough time to publicize your PFAC. Whether you’re trying to recruit patients and families to apply for PFAC membership or to attend an informational PFAC meeting, you need to get the word out. As a team, brainstorm on all the possible ways you can invite patients and families to join PFAC activities. Using multiple outreach techniques will ensure that your message reaches a wider audience.

In your recruitment materials, be sure to use simple and welcoming language that is easy to read. Consider having it translated into languages that reflects the patients in your community.

Open recruitment methods to select and retain people to serve on your PFAC include:

• Outreach to the community via mailings, email blasts, or messages posted to your patient portal.
• Use of your practice’s monthly mailing, your website, or other marketing materials.
• Holding a “town hall”-type event to invite questions from potential advisors.
• Advertising at or attending community events.


**Table 1. Roles and Responsibilities for the PFAC Planning and Launch Team Members**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PFAC Champion/Responsibilities</th>
<th>A physician leader who values family-professional partnerships.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirms practice readiness and supports the work of the PFAC liaison by securing financial and personnel resources and negotiating the removal of barriers with other leaders in the practice.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Defines the purpose and general structure of the PFAC, ensuring its alignment with other leadership activities and organizational goals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provides PFAC planning and launch team with data on practice demographics to support the recruitment of PFAC members who reflect the culture and experience of all patients and families.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ensures that recommendations of the PFAC are implemented into organizational policy and workflows; communicates improvements made to PFAC leadership and members.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PFAC Liaison/Responsibilities</th>
<th>A staff member of the practice who values family-professional partnerships.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works closely with the PFAC Champion to launch and sustain the PFAC; helps to create a budget for PFAC activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitates partnerships within the organization and ensures that advisors are ready to participate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordinates the launch of the PFAC: creates recruitment materials and plans, recruits, and helps to select interested members.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Books meeting space and coordinates logistics, such as parking and catering needs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May transition into role on the PFAC to take notes during meetings, determine action items, and disseminate information to the practice and members of the PFAC. May also support the PFAC chair in the planning and facilitation of PFAC meetings, identify training needs, and help to develop materials for members and staff.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient or Family Representative(s)/Responsibilities</th>
<th>One or more patients or family members who have some family leadership or advocacy experience and value family-professional partnerships.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assist the PFAC champion and liaison in launching the council and represent the patient and family perspective until a chair and co-chair are selected by the PFAC. May transition into role of chair or co-chair officially after the PFAC launch.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reviews or co-creates the recruitment material, recruitment plan, selection process, and first meeting agenda “through the eyes of the patient and family” to ensure that they are patient- and family-centered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from NICHQ Creating a Patient and Family Advisory Council

---

**B. Design the PFAC Structure**

There are many ways to structure and staff your PFAC. Some are formal with explicitly assigned roles, while others may provide general feedback on various internal projects. Generally, most PFACs are a maximum of 12 members and 1 chairperson.
C. Develop an Initial Budget

Sustaining and running a PFAC takes effort and resources. At a minimum, the budget should include the costs to coordinate the PFAC, a meal or refreshments served at each meeting, mileage reimbursement for travel to the council meetings, printing materials, and any staffing costs. Plan for compensation of time, expertise, and any associated expenses for patients and families.

You may also consider sending individuals to attend conferences to learn more about being a PFAC Advisor, and the costs associated with attendance and travel.

You may also want to budget for other ways to show appreciation for PFAC advisors, such as:

- Logo tote bags, pens, or lanyards.
- Letters of thanks and appreciation from the organization’s president.
- Annual meeting with organization leadership to discuss goals and achievements.
- Annual celebratory dinner with recognition of goals and work accomplished.

Q&A

Is the planning and launch team dissolved once the PFAC is in place?

Not necessarily. Once the PFAC is established, some team members may be interested in transitioning to helping at PFAC meetings or serving as members of the PFAC itself.

Can you share examples of different ways to structure and staff a PFAC?

There are many ways to structure and staff your PFAC. This will depend on your experience level, the size of your practice, and scope of the PFAC’s activities. Generally, most PFACs are a maximum of 12 members and 1 chairperson.

If your practice has just one location, it probably makes sense to start with a PFAC that advises on multiple, and perhaps all, aspects of the practice. However, some practices prefer a more service-line approach; this will depend on the goals of the PFAC. Examples include PFACs that are focused on diabetes care, management of HIV, or the well-being of seniors.

If your practice has multiple locations, consider developing a PFAC for each location—each with a common set of goals and a similar structure. You might also consider a regional PFAC whose membership is made up of patients from a county or other geographic area that is defined by a common sense of community or set of interests.

Hospital-based PFACs may benefit from state and federal confidentiality provisions. Practice-based PFACs can benefit from federal protection from discovery if your practice participates as a member of a federally
certified Patient Safety Organization. This can be helpful to promote complete and thoughtful discussions. Additionally, some state privacy and confidentiality laws may go beyond HIPAA; these criteria will depend on the state in which you reside.

3 Invite, Interview, and Select a Diverse Group of PFAC Members.

Now that you have developed the foundation for a PFAC, your Planning and Launch Team is ready to reach out to patients and families.

To develop your PFAC successfully, follow these steps, described in further detail below:

A. Clarify PFAC Membership Expectations
B. Commit to a Diverse Representation of Patients and Families
C. Develop Advisor Qualifications
D. Find Potential Advisors
E. Hold a PFAC Advisor Information Session
F. Select Advisors

A. Clarify PFAC Membership Expectations
Understand your expectations of commitment before you start asking for participation. Clearly communicating expectations can help avoid unnecessary conflict and confusion. For example, a document similar to a job description outlining the expectations can help both your practice and the applicants.

Membership Expectations Overview
Use this list to clarify what you're asking of members

B. Commit to a Diverse Representation of Patients and Families
Throughout the process of recruitment, it is important to have personal, individual interactions with potential advisors. Many advisors report that personal interaction is the most influential factor in helping them decide to become an advisor.

Since the essential function of the PFAC is to provide feedback, it’s critical that you make every effort to include patients and family members who represent your entire practice. Allowing advisors to define what constitutes a “family” ensures that all perspectives are included. For example, this might include parents, guardians, grandparents, foster parents, or other caregivers.

There are many types of diversity, including gender, race, culture/heritage, age (of patients and of family members), language, socio-economic background, disease or disability, family structure, sexual orientation, religion, and educational level(s).

Consider including your young adult and youth patients. You could set aside one PFAC meeting to focus on teen perspectives. Some practices create special Teen PFACs to ensure that their voices are heard.

C. Develop Advisor Qualifications
While there are no special qualifications or expertise necessary to be a patient or family advisor, there are a number of leadership and collaboration skills that have been identified as crucial to success on advisory councils.

Potential PFAC member should:

• Represent a broad cross-section of your patient and community population
• Be willing to talk about their experiences and can effectively share insights in ways that others can learn from
• Have the ability to see beyond their own personal experiences
• Demonstrate a passion for improving health care for others, and show concern for more than one issue or agenda
• Speak comfortably in a group with candor
• Have the ability to listen well, respect the perspectives of others, interact with many different kinds of people, work in partnership, and bring a sense of humor

D. Find Potential Advisors
Remember that the most effective method of recruiting advisors is with a personal invitation. In conversation, make sure to describe what a patient and family advisor is and how to get involved.

To identify potential advisors, consider patients and family members who have:
• Demonstrated an interest in being actively involved in their care or the care of their family member.
• Provided constructive feedback in the past.

E. Hold an PFAC Advisor Information Session
Before patients and family members can decide whether or not they want and are ready to serve as advisors, they need to understand the responsibilities associated with the role. The staff liaison can hold an information session for potential advisors to cover topics that are important for PFAC Advisors to know, to learn what might prevent them from engaging, and to identify what kind of training and support you will need to provide.

PFAC Advisor Information Session Ideas
This document contains ideas that you can use to develop your PFAC Information Session

F. Select Advisors
Patients and family members who are interested in serving as advisors should complete an application and interview process. Because PFAC membership typically requires a 1- to 2-year commitment, all potential PFAC members should be interviewed by the staff liaison and the PFAC Champion. Select additional interviewers as appropriate. Interviews can be conducted in person or by telephone.

PFAC Interview Ideas
This document contains ideas that you can use to conduct interviews for PFAC members

Generally, most PFACs are a maximum of 12 members and 1 chairperson. Once you have made your selections, inform all applicants about selection in a timely manner. Not following up promptly with applicants may lead them to think they were not selected or needed. If there is not an appropriate match at the time, extend the invitation to explore future options for serving as an advisor.

Q&A
What defines a PFAC “advisor”?

Individuals who volunteer their time and work in collaboration with the care team on a regular basis are considered advisors.
Who should be involved in the recruitment process?

Any care team member may recommend candidates for the PFAC. You may also rely on your health coaches, community health workers, or community groups to identify perspective participants. Reaching out to patients and family members for their recommendations is also beneficial.

How should we interview and recruit care team members who want to participate on the PFAC?

Any team member passionate about PFE should be encouraged to apply, regardless of their job description. The application and interview templates may differ slightly from those developed for community member applicants.

Who ultimately has the authority to confirm or deny potential advisors?

The PFAC Planning and Launch Team usually makes recommendations to leadership. Ultimately, your physician leadership should be part of making decisions about who to appoint to the PFAC.

How can I encourage diversity as we recruit PFAC members?

Here are some ideas:

- Ask patients and families which accommodations would allow them to attend. Remove as many barriers to participation as possible. For example, some PFAC members may request childcare, parking vouchers, or reimbursement for time and travel expenses.
- Translate the invitation and recruiting materials into the languages of your patient population. Consider making arrangements for interpreters to attend your PFAC meetings.

What are some other suggestions for identifying potential advisors?

- Enlist the support of clinicians and staff. Ask clinicians and other members of the care team to provide the Planning and Launch Team with the names of potential advisors.
- Distribute recruitment brochures. Place advisor recruitment brochures in easily accessible locations. These brochures can also be included in informational materials, welcome packets, or patient satisfaction survey mailings.
- Review letters or emails from patients and family members to identify individuals who have provided constructive feedback in the past.
- Advertise opportunities at support groups or other patient meetings. Distribute recruitment materials at patient education meetings and support groups within the health system.
- Work with patient representatives, ombudsmen, and other team members, such as social workers and clergy, to identify potential advisors.
- Advertise opportunities on the practice website. Work with your marketing department to create a page on the website that contains information on advisory opportunities. Include the recruitment brochures and advisor application.

Launch and Support the PFAC.

At the launch meeting, begin with introductions of each member and start with a question that encourages discussion of inspiration and motivation, such as, “What brings us here?” Orientation to the practice and the role of the PFAC can be achieved with a short overview of the practice mission and the role of the PFAC.

You may also cover logistics of parking, future meeting dates and times, or other upcoming important dates for the practice. Other common exercises include taking a group picture to celebrate the event. As members join the PFAC in the future, plan for time to orient them as well.
One of the first tasks of the PFAC will be to develop a charter and action plan.

**Develop a Charter.** To develop an effective partnership, PFAC members should be well acquainted with your organization’s mission and goals, the need for confidentiality, and their advisory role. In collaboration with your team liaisons, the charter should align with the mission and goals of the practice.

Your PFAC charter will serve as a guide for your practice and the council. Your charter should include:

- Guiding principles for the PFAC, such as a covenant for how members should interact respectfully with one another and practice staff.
- Clear purpose for the PFAC.
- Clear roles for PFAC members.

**PFAC Charter**

You can download this sample PFAC Charter and customize it for your practice

(MS WORD, 44 KB)

**Create an Action Plan.** Just as with other quality improvement initiatives, it is important to lay out a long-term vision while planning smaller action steps. This will help maintain momentum and identify meaningful immediate opportunities for advisor input. Your action plan should include goals, measures of success, and a timeline.

**Q&A**

How often should the PFAC meet to discuss and complete projects?

Most PFACs meet once a month, with some exceptions during summer vacation or winter holiday months. If your PFAC takes on specific projects, they may have different timelines. It is good to start with at least one project where progress can be made over a few months.

Do all meetings need to take place in person?

In-person meetings are the optimal format to maintain engagement and momentum, especially at the beginning as members get to know each other. PFACs increasingly are experimenting with accommodating members who need to participate remotely by telephone or webinar.

As a practice leader, what’s my role in the PFAC’s work?

An important role of physicians or other practice leaders is to show support and enthusiasm for the PFAC. Clinicians and other practice team members also have expertise that differs from community members. Physician engagement is deeply respected and appreciated by the patients, who know how hard their physicians work and how limited their time can be.

How do I make the PFAC aware of our budget constraints so that we don’t end up with unwieldy projects?

Be honest about time or resource limitations. You can do so without sharing private business information. Remember that this is a journey you are taking with your PFAC partners. When PFAC members are aware of and understand limitations, they will adjust their recommendations if they feel their work adds value to the practice.
How do I make sure that the advisors respect confidentiality?

Respecting confidentiality should be part of the PFAC charter and expectations, expressed as a covenant that members have with one another. We also recommend that all participants sign a confidentiality agreement to emphasize its importance, regardless of whether you intend to share clinical information as part of their work. This should also be discussed in the HIPAA training, as well as the potential inclusion of Business Associate Agreements.

According to Health and Human Services, HIPAA guidelines typically require that entities and business associates covered by HIPAA enter into contracts or agreements with their business associates to “ensure that the business associates will appropriately safeguard protected health information.”

Initiate the PFAC’s First Project.

Practice leadership or the PFAC Planning and Launch Team may have already identified issues or challenges they want to explore further with the advisors. Early meetings may benefit from presentations such as getting to know practice leadership, an overview of a specific workflow process, or bringing the PFAC patient-focused material to review. These presentations help to build a sense of community.

Once the PFAC is formed, brainstorm ideas to direct the group towards a common purpose. Consider at least one project that could be a “quick win” to build group momentum. Popular choices include:

- Refining patient education or informational materials.
- Improving user experience with the electronic patient portal.
- Reducing wait times in your office.
- Enhancing communication issues between patients, families, physicians, and other members of the care team.

Bigger issues that you may wish to consider—because these concerns are familiar to most and understanding patient views on these topics is crucial to improvement—include improving medication adherence, preventing infections, and preventing falls.

Q&A

How do I initiate this brainstorming session?

Here are several ways to kick off your discussion:

- Use appreciative inquiry principles, which uses positive, future-oriented questions to generate excitement and creativity. Asking, “What works well here?” or “What should we be doing more of?” are meaningful ways to break the ice and approach the subject of improvement.
- Use Lean methodologies, such as “go and see” or “walk about” approaches to look at your practice from the perspective of your patients and their families.
- Review patient satisfaction surveys together. Find positive comments and ask the team “How do we get more patients to give responses like this after visiting our practice?” With negative feedback, ask for suggestions about what could be done better in the future.

Should the PFAC have decision-making authority?

It depends on the structure of the PFAC and the type of project being addressed. Typically, the role of a PFAC is to generate ideas and advise, not decide. However, in collaboration with physician leadership, a PFAC may be given some shared-decision making authority in projects such as informational materials for patients. Whatever you decide should be made clear in the PFAC charter.
Should there be term limits for PFAC members?

Many PFACs find that new and fresh perspectives help sustain the energy and productivity of the group over time. A typical model uses two-year terms that can be renewed twice, for a total of 6 years. Consider staggered terms so that not all members rotate off the council at once. Your charter should include a procedure for filling vacancies when members must leave before their term expires.

Track the Results of the PFAC and Celebrate Successes.

As with any project, it's easy to move on before taking a moment to reflect and celebrate our achievements. This honors the work that has been done and shows gratitude to the people who do it.

By celebrating success, we reinforce the motivation that will carry the PFAC through the next achievement. Take the time to step back and recognize the efforts made, and do it authentically. Be specific about what was accomplished, how it made a contribution, and why it's important.

Track Results. Most PFACs find it easier to qualitatively measure impact at the beginning by assessing others' perspectives on the value the PFAC has provided through discussions or focus groups. As the PFAC continues to develop, you may want to consider more quantitative assessments. You can review patient satisfaction surveys to see if changes made with PFAC input has impacted scores or if patients have provided feedback. If your initial self-assessment revealed specific gaps that PFAC work helped to fill, that is a result that should be captured.

Celebrate Success. Be sure to acknowledge your PFAC's contributions by reviewing the results of its work together and then sharing successes with your practice and your community. PFAC members can also help spread the word beyond the practice through their own networking in the community.

Conclusion

Participating in a PFAC can be incredibly rewarding for everyone involved. Acknowledging the unique perspectives of your patients and encouraging them to contribute to improving your practice can enhance the experience for the patient, family, and the entire care team—and result in more efficient, effective, and higher quality care, and ultimately, bring joy back to work.

STEPS in practice

Patient and Family Advisory Councils (PFAC) Case Report: First Street Family Health

First Street Family Health is a small, rural primary care practice in Salida, CO. When they received funding to redesign their practice structure as part of the Comprehensive Primary Care Initiative, one of their assigned objectives was to improve patient and family engagement—in order to increase the involvement of patients and their families in the decision-making processes. As a small practice, it was often easy for the First Street Family Health team to feel they knew their patients well and were doing everything to make their patients happy and
satisfied. They were surprised to find out how much improving engagement with patients could also improve the performance of their practice.

The practice first attempted to engage patients with patient satisfaction surveys. But without experience in survey design to glean appropriate data or interpret responses, they didn’t find the surveys very useful. In many instances, surveys were incomplete and it was obvious that patients were not giving them much thought. Few patients used the surveys as a venue for delivering constructive criticism. So the practice decided to try something totally new—create a Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC).

Under the tutelage of a consultant from The National Partnership for Women and Families, First Street Family Health began building their PFAC. First, they assembled a team of staff members, including the nurse care coordinator, a physician, a physician’s assistant, front desk staff, medical assistants, and back office staff. Next, they asked each of the practice’s four clinicians to list 10 people whom they felt would be interested in participating in the PFAC and would do a good job as an advisor. They selected patients from each clinician’s panel who best represented their community’s demographics. They included patients and family members who were retired, parents, young, old, male, and female.

Many patients thought it was unusual for the medical practice to ask their advice on how to provide more patient-centered care, but they were receptive and excited about the opportunity to contribute. They explained how they felt honored that their doctor or nurse recommended them for this responsibility. It helped that Salida is a small community. The connection between practice members and the patient and family advisors is often personal—the advisor may be the bagger at the local grocery, the baseball coach for a practice member’s child, or the realtor who sold a practice member their first home.

At the first PFAC meeting, the group covered the concept and goals of the council, established ground rules, and discussed privacy issues. The next several meetings still felt like a warm-up and the work was slow to build. Patients were initially hesitant to do anything other than compliment the practice during the meeting. Because of this reluctance, the initial agenda topics were guided by the patient satisfaction surveys. Once the patients felt they had permission to give criticism, they were more candid and the meetings became more productive.

“What we think they want or what we think will be helpful is not always what they want. Patients need to understand what’s going on behind the scenes, what goals we have and why, and what restrictions a practice faces that they can’t change. This is eye-opening on both sides,” says Dr. Meggan Grant-Nierman, who serves on the PFAC as physician advisor.

The First Street Family Health PFAC has tackled issues of all sizes, from minor decisions like whether the front desk staff should wear a uniform as opposed to business casual attire, to big projects like the design of the new office space. Two projects that stand out as particularly successful due to PFAC guidance are the revamping of the phone triage system and the design of the new office space.

The phone triage system was something that the practice had been working on improving for years. They didn’t want to put patients on hold, but there were times the team couldn’t get to every call. Over the years, they tried adding more phone lines, hiring more front desk staff, and introducing standard scripts. They even experimented with an automated answering system. The PFAC tackled this issue with enthusiasm and came up with a hybrid solution. When a patient calls, they hear an automated message where the first option is to press a digit to speak with a person. Clinicians and front desk staff were thrilled with the outcome. This early success instilled confidence in the PFAC’s ability to contribute in a meaningful way. Now, when challenges come up during practice leadership meetings, the solution is often “ask the PFAC.”

The PFAC also made a difference in the redesign of the office space. When the building was designed, the practice believed it would be appropriate to install a glass partition between the lobby and the reception desk. They thought that this separation would make patients feel more comfortable because their privacy was being respected. But when the PFAC toured the new layout their reaction was quite unexpected. They found the glass to be “rude”—it was a physical barrier that kept them closed off from the practice staff. In addition, they noticed the glass gave staff a false sense of privacy, making the staff think that patients in the waiting area couldn’t hear them. Several PFAC members overheard staff having private conversations, some of which made patients feel uncomfortable. The glass was subsequently taken down and the open layout is now working well for everyone.
Had the practice hired a consultant to work on the design of the space, they could have received the same feedback but spent hundreds of thousands of dollars in the process. In fact, the practice concludes they would have likely saved more money had they consulted the PFAC earlier in the design process.

Momentum can be difficult to maintain. To keep the PFAC engaged, the practice has taken innovative approaches and selected novel projects. For example, they had a PFAC member pretend to be a new patient. The “patient” evaluated every step along the way: finding a parking spot, entering the building, filling out the forms, and so on. This triggered a project to recreate the new patient paperwork in a way that made it both more useful for the practice and easier for the patients to understand. The practice also recently tasked the PFAC with redesigning the practice website to make it more user-friendly and appealing to patients. The PFAC has been able to evolve as progress is made and the focus shifts to other elements of the practice that can improve.

Although the practice requested that advisors commit to a one-year term for the PFAC, the term varied based on what people were able to commit to. Some people drop off when they’ve completed their term, while others stay on. Fortunately, the turnover has been staggered, which has helped ensure continuity in the work. As people drop off the PFAC, First Street Family Health continues to keep balance in mind. In the PFAC’s next iteration, the practice is trying to find ways to engage single parents, members from the Hispanic population, and Medicaid patients to more accurately reflect the diversity in their community.

Patients, clinicians, and staff have all been pleasantly surprised with the impact the PFAC has had on practice improvements. Having a PFAC is less complicated than they anticipated, and it has not been difficult to run the council or engage patients. “The patients have spoken and this is what is meaningful for them. This carries a different weight, and changes are well-received because they’re not just coming from the doctors.” The team strives to convey how valuable the PFAC’s contributions are to the practice and recognizes them as a powerful collaborative force. First Street Family Health is now involving the PFAC in some of the more serious work of the practice, including quality improvement initiatives related to payment reform.

Learning Objectives
1. Describe what a Patient and Family Advisory Council (PFAC) is and how this partnership can improve one’s practice
2. Discover the importance of developing a business case for PFAC and engaging the appropriate individuals to serve on the planning committee
3. Explain the purpose of an action plan and the areas the PFAC may advise you
4. Identify how to initiate improvement projects with PFAC members and track the results of PFAC work
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